
CONTROLLING THE FOUR LEVERS OF RETAIL TO CONVERT 
DATA INTO PROFITABILITY, LOYALTY, AND GROWTH 


TURNING  INTO 
RETAIL 

DATA
DOLLARS

OFF

A push for more local participation in assortments is being driven by general 

merchandisers.

General merchandise retailers say supply chain/merchandising 

decisions are made centrally with local participation to 

supportlocal differences, while fast moving consumer goods 

(16%) and fashion (20%) retailers have not yet made the leap.
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MOST PROMISING AND EXCITING EMERGING RETAIL TECHNOLOGIES ACCORDING TO RETAILERS

Retailers can offer localized and relevant assortments, while still achieving economies of scale, using insights derived from artificial 
intelligence.



If chief data officers are involved in setting goals and strategies, they 
can more than double consistent production of business value.


“Instead of being a secondary focus — completed by a separate team — 
. However, business leaders often 

underestimate the complexities of data and end up missing opportunities.” 

—

data and 
analytics is shifting to a core function

 GARTNER



2.6x

RETAILERS’ 

TOTAL IT SPEND ALLOCATED TO ANALYTICS

2021 	 2020

Less than 5%    -  41%	   67%

5% to 15%	   -  59%	   23%

AI for planogram 

and floor plan

optimization

53%


AI for capacity 
optimization

41%


Machine learning 

in demand forecasting 

46%


Warehouse 
automation 

53%

RETAILERS’ TOP 3 AI/MACHINE LEARNING USE CASES


SHOPPER MARKETING & ENGAGEMENT

Marketing/promotion campaign planning and 
execution

44%

Social media 36%

Demand planning & forecasting 36%

Retailers name developing personalized marketing capabilities and providing marketing department with 
advanced IT tools (27%) as top tech-driven strategies over the next 18 months.


“Quickly turning insight into action is the key to success in today’s competitive retail environment.”


-  Joe Vandette, Group VP, Marketing, Smart & Final


“Retail is complex because there’s justso much data. But it’s not too 
hard to understand — the volume is what drives the complexity.” 

— BRIAN KILCOURSE, MANAGING PARTNER, RSR


AI is good at looking at huge lakes of data and detecting a pattern.

SUPPLY CHAIN

Retail leaders “strongly agree” AI-enabled analytics will have a profound 

effect on supply chain planning in the next 3 years, compared to 20% of 

other retailers

TOP 3 OPPORTUNITIES FOR GREATER USE OF AI-ENABLED ANALYTICS WITHIN RETAILERS’ 

BUSINESSES

STORE OPERATIONS

Deliver relevant products, services and marketing 
messages that resonate with today’s consumer 44%

Better ability to identify opportunities to optimize operations

40%

40%

More intelligent allocation and optimization of products based 
on customer insights

Smart & Final rolled out an AI-driven analytics platform last year to leverage actionable analytics that can be operationalized by its 

business teams
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